Dear Caesar,

This indeed is a very late acknowledgment of the letter you wrote on your arrival in the United States. As you may well guess, I get engrossed in many tasks regrettfully to the detriment of others.

I have nothing to complain about so far. The struggle is progressing at a rate commensurate to the means and opportunities. Unfortunately some of these circumstances are beyond our control. On the whole, the dark side of things is that Britain seems to have outwitted the international world on this issue. She is dictating the pace of every event about Rhodesia. If the supporting forces in Africa are in disarray or very much behind Britain's move, and the rest of the progressive world is more or less inhibited — our task becomes very much uphill.

However steep the horizon, it remains a challenge we must face by stiffening our sinews. You might have heard of the seven young who were offered at the altar of Smith by Chitepe and his clique for butchery just to give create ground for talking 'nationalist' and no more. It was a tragedy. However it was all ignored by the masses.

Well I wish you progress in your studies. Pass greetings to all worthy Zimbabweans,

I remain sincere,

T. C. SILUNDIKA

ONE MAN — ONE VOTE
NYITKA NDE YEDU — ILIZWE NGE LETFU